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Tournament Design

• There is a long history of research on tournament 

design in both the operations research and economics 

literatures.

• But, perhaps surprisingly, it is not an easy or “well 

solved” problem.

• In fact, some impossibility results show that several 

reasonable performance criteria cannot be achieved 

simultaneously or even individually.

• Even beyond that issue, there are various randomly 

occurring deficiencies in tournament design.
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Objectives of Tournaments

• Provide the players with equally fair 

opportunities (measurable in several ways)

• Select among the players, rank them, and reward 

them according to their performance

• Provide an appealing event for spectators, to  

make the tournament financially successful

• Motivate the players to perform well at all times.
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Tournament Type

• Our focus is on tournaments that include:

- A preliminary stage (sometimes called a “group stage”) that determines a 

ranking or seeding for a subset of the players who continue to later rounds.

- Followed by two or more rounds of single elimination play, organized using 

information from this ranking.

Examples include:

- Playoffs in U.S. major professional sports (NFL, MLB, NBA, NHL, MLS)

- NCAA men’s and women’s basketball championships

- ATP men’s and women’s tennis tournaments

- FIFA World Football Cup, ICC World Cricket Cup

- Various tournaments outside of sports (bridge, chess, …).
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Definitions

• Since our work applies to both individual and team 

tournaments, we use player to describe either an individual 

player or a team.

• The preliminary or group stage may extend over an entire 

season to establish a ranking.

•Alternatively, a ranking may be based on a statistical 

measure or a committee decision.

• The definition of single elimination is that defeat 

immediately eliminates a player from the tournament, but 

there can be multiple games (e.g., the NBA playoffs and the 

MLB World Series are both single elimination).
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Conventional Single Elimination 
Tournament Design
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This is a binary tree 

that is symmetric 

(without byes), or a  

bracket. But many 

other brackets are 

possible. For 

example, swap 

games [8,9] and 

[2,15]. Each bracket 

or “seeding” has 

different measures of 

fairness, for example 

tournament win 

probabilities for 

different players.



Impossibility Results for Tournament 
Design Performance (1 of 3)

• Fairness Under Medium Ranking Condition: If the players 

can be ranked such that each player ranks all the lower ranked 

players in the same sequence according to probability of 

beating them, then Player i (who is expected to beat Player j) 

should have a tournament win probability at least as high as 

Player j does. 

• Intuitively, each row of the pairwise win probability matrix is 

nondecreasing.

• For a tournament with eight players, no bracket achieves this 

fairness measure for an arbitrary pairwise win probability 

matrix (Horen and Riezman 1985). [Proof by finding a  

counterexample matrix for all 315 available brackets.] 
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Impossibility Results for Tournament 
Design Performance (2 of 3)

• General Fairness Under Strong Ranking Condition: If for 

each pair of Players i and j>i, i has a higher probability of 

beating every other player than j does, then i should have a 

tournament win probability at least as high as j does.

• Intuitively, each row of the pairwise win probability matrix 

is nondecreasing and each column is nonincreasing

(“Player i dominates Player j.”)

• For a tournament with eight or more players, no bracket

achieves this fairness measure for an arbitrary pairwise win 

probability matrix (Vu and Shoham 2011). [Theoretical 

proof.] 8



Impossibility Results for Tournament 
Design Performance (3 of 3)

• Elimination of Shirking: Players should have a 

nonnegative incentive to win every game. For a 

tournament with fixed groupings at the following 

round, allowing exactly one player to continue 

from each group is both necessary and sufficient

to eliminate shirking (or, “tanking”), i.e. 

deliberately failing to win (Vong 2017). [Note that 

this solution would frustrate spectators and reduce  

interest in the tournament.]  
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Deficiencies in Tournament Design

• Top ranked players may randomly incur “bad matchups” 

against other players, which introduces an unnecessary element 

of luck.

• Being ranked very highly after the preliminary round does not 

provide any particular advantage.

• The use of a conventional fixed bracket fails to allow players 

to take into account information that develops during the 

tournament, such as injuries to other players.

•The design encourages shirking at the preliminary round, in 

order to achieve an easier path through the tournament.

We propose a new tournament design to address these issues.10



Shirking

• Diminishes the prestige, credibility and profitability of the 

tournament (and perhaps the players), and in some cases 

national pride.

• Due to substantial amounts of gambling, for example $1.8b 

on the 2018 FIFA World Football Cup, shirking raises the 

possibility of legal liability.

• Since shirking is more likely to be used by top players, 

disqualifying them is a poor solution.

• Prevents the tournament from providing an unbiased 

ranking of the players for public interest and for use at 

future events.
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Famous Examples of Shirking

• The 2005-06 L.A. Clippers lost late season games to avoid the Dallas 

Mavericks, resulting in changes to NBA playoff design.

• In the 2006 Winter Olympics ice hockey competition, the Swedish coach 

publicly discussed losing against Slovakia, to avoid playing the Czech 

Republic or Canada later. Sweden lost 3-0 and won the gold medal.

• At the 2012 Summer Olympics, the Chinese, Indonesian and S. Korean 

women’s badminton teams were all disqualified for deliberately losing 

their group stage matches.

• At the 2018 FIFA World Football Cup, the winner of the last group 

match between England and Belgium could face Brazil in the 

quarterfinal. Both teams rested their top players, and Belgium played 

their players out of position. Belgium won 1-0 but later beat Brazil.
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Even Worse Shirking

• In the 1998 Tiger Cup Asian football competition, the winner of 

the last group game between Thailand and Indonesia would need 

to travel to Hanoi to play the hosts Vietnam in front of a hostile 

crowd, whereas the loser could conveniently stay in Ho Chi 

Minh City and play Singapore, which was perceived as a weaker 

team.  

• Here is what happened (Indonesia in white, Thailand in red) …
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Even Worse Shirking
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Even Worse Shirking

• In the 1998 Tiger Cup Asian football competition, the winner 

of the last group game between Thailand and Indonesia 

would need to travel to Hanoi to play the hosts Vietnam in 

front of a hostile crowd, whereas the loser could conveniently 

stay in Ho Chi Minh City and play Singapore, which was 

perceived as a weaker team.  

• The Indonesian player Mursyid Effendi, who egregiously 

scored for Thailand at the end of the video, was banned from 

international soccer for life.
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Literature
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Probability that Player
i beats Player j



Literature
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The above matrix is SST. But if we add a fifth player …

The last matrix is not SST. This is because Djokovic has a better record 

against Del Potro than against Murray, but Nadal has the reverse. 

This example provides insight about “bad matchups” – Del Potro is a 

bad matchup for Nadal (relative to their overall levels of play).

SST or Not? Djokovic has beaten Nadal

in 29 out of 55 matches.
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More Extreme Bad Matchup



We Propose an Alternative Design 
to Solve this Problem

Let the players, in ranked order based on their 

previous performance, choose their opponents 

-from those still available, and 

- assuming they were not themselves previously 

chosen, 

at each round!
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How New Is This Design (1 of 3)?

Existing applications:

- Austrian Ice Hockey League (EBEL)

- Southern Professional Hockey League (U.S.). 

- Canadian and U.S. Bridge Federations

- Chess PRO League

- Sailing

- Some e-games.
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How New Is This Design (2 of 3)?

23

Sports News,

2020-02-11



How New Is This Design (3 of 3)?

Existing literature:

- Apparently no published research work.

- November 2019 working paper by Julien Guyon

(Courant Institute, NYU): looks at the tournament’s 

objective of maximizing the number of home games 

for players, provides an application to a 2020 

European soccer competition, does not use any 

pairwise win probability information or prove any 

anti-shirking results.
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Questions to Ask about the Proposed 
Opponent Choice Design

- Does it resolve the random “bad matchup” 

problem?

- Does it provide reasonable results for real world 

sports data?

- Does it improve on the bracket design for the 

three reasonableness criteria, under large sample 

testing and sensitivity analysis?

- Does it reduce shirking?
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Comments about this Design

1. Allowing opponent choice opens up a wide range of new 

designs and related analysis in tournament design, and 

our work is an early exploration of this range. 

2. We will compare the tournament results under our 

design, using the three reasonableness criteria discussed 

above, with those under a conventional bracket.

3. The tournament design changes we are recommending 

occur at the single elimination stage of the tournament; 

however, they reduce the incentive for strategic behavior 

such as shirking at the preliminary stage, thereby 

potentially improving both stages.
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Assumptions

The players have a ranking, or total order, based 

on earlier performance or in some cases the 

decisions of a seeding committee.

Each player has either full or partial knowledge of 

the pairwise win probability matrix.

At every round, each player which can choose its 

opponent does so with the objective of maximizing 

its tournament win probability.
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Full Information Assumption

First, we will study a situation where each player 

has complete and accurate information about the 

pairwise win probability matrix.

This is most realistic where the players have 

played each other frequently, as for example in 

professional tennis. 
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Resolving Ties for Ranking
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Addressing the Bad Matchup Problem



How Many Players Will Choose?

At the semifinal round, only one player chooses its opponent, 

since this defines both the matches to be played.

At the quarterfinal round, only three players choose their 

opponents, for the same reason.

At the round-of-16, only seven players choose their opponents, 

for the same reason.

In general, for a tournament round with N players, the number of 

players who choose their opponents is N/2 – 1.

Remark: Our tournament design allows flexibility for               

(a) a smaller number of players to choose their opponents, or    

(b) higher ranked players to be exempt from being chosen.
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Our Tournament Design
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Static vs. Dynamic Ranking
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Algorithm Opponent Choice
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Algorithm Opponent Choice

Probability

of win,

given 

subset S

Probability

of  

subset S
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Real World Data Big Data!
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Example of the Algorithm (1 of 2)

Best

choice
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Example of the Algorithm (2 of 2)
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Our dynamic and static designs and the bracket 

design all give the same results when N = 4.

Our dynamic and static designs both increase the tournament win

probabilities of seeds Nos.1 and 2 when N = 8, which is a desirable

feature and can be viewed as a reward for a high ranking.

Results for Top Tennis Seeds
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Results for Top Tennis Seeds
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Computational Study

• We study the results of our tournament design using the     

three performance criteria established by Horen and 

Riezman (1985):

- The probability that the top ranked player wins the 

tournament

- The probability that the top two players meet

- Order preservation: the tournament win probabilities of    

the players preserve their original ranking.
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Sensitivity to Matrix Irregularity
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Sensitivity to Matrix Irregularity
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Semifinal Round: Player 1

Decreasing tournament win probability due to less dominance 

as matrix irregularity increases. The largest benefit of our design 

occurs at highest irregularity.
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Decreasing tournament win probability due to less dominance 

as matrix irregularity increases. The largest benefit of our design 

occurs at moderate irregularity, when Player 1 chooses Player 3.
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by the top players as matrix irregularity increases. Loses from 

our design due to increased probability of being chosen by Player 1.
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Increasing tournament win probability due to less dominance 

by the top players as matrix irregularity increases. Gains slightly from 

our design, due to decreased probability of being chosen by Player 1.
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Semifinal Round Results
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Quarterfinal Round: Player 1

Decreasing tournament win probability due to less dominance 

as matrix irregularity increases. Since Player 1 can never lose 

its top ranking while it remains in the tournament, the static and 

dynamic rankings give identical outcomes.
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Quarterfinal Round: Player 2

Decreasing tournament win probability due to less dominance 

as matrix irregularity increases. If Player 1 loses at the 

quarterfinal, 2 chooses first under the static ranking but not 

under the dynamic ranking.
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Quarterfinal Round: Player 3

Increasing tournament win probability due to less dominance by 

Players 1 and 2 as matrix irregularity increases. More benefit 

comes from retaining high original ranking under the static ranking 

design.
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Quarterfinal Round: Player 4

Unlikely to choose at the quarterfinal round, so the main benefit 

comes from increasing their ranking dynamically.
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Quarterfinal Round: Player 5

For moderate matrix irregularity, it benefits from the chance to 

increase its ranking. But for high irregularity, the limited size of its 

choice set is outweighed by the increased probability of being 

chosen by a higher ranked player.
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Quarterfinal Round: Player 6

Increasing tournament win probability due to less dominance 

by other players. Never chooses under the static ranking, but

may do so under the dynamic ranking.
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Quarterfinal Round: Player 7

Increasing tournament win probability due to less dominance 

by other players. Never chooses under the static ranking, but

may do so under the dynamic ranking.
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Quarterfinal Round: Player 8

Increasing tournament win probability due to less dominance 

by other players. Never chooses under the static ranking, but

may do so under the dynamic ranking.
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Quarterfinal 
Round 
Results
with Full 
Information
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Probability that the Top Two 
Players Meet Semifinal Quarterfinal
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Order Preservation



Partial Information Assumption

Next, we will study a situation where each player has 

(a) complete and accurate information about its own win probabilities 

against every other player, and

(b) approximate information about win probabilities between all other 

pairs of players: 

- if the true probability is between 0 and 0.4, it is estimated as 0,

- if the true probability is between 0.4 and 0.6, it is estimated as 0.5, and

- if the true probability is between 0.6 and 1.0, it is estimated as 1.0.

By studying this situation, we obtain an understanding of the robustness

of our tournament design to inaccurate estimation of win probabilities.
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Quarterfinal 
Round Results
with Partial 
Information

For players other than 2 
and 7, their outcome 
falls between those for 
the bracket and the 
dynamic choice design.

Player 2 benefits from 
the less accurate choices 
of Player 1. Player 7 is 
less likely to be chosen 
by Player 1 than under 
full information.



Shirking (1 of 5)

Remark: From Vong (2017), it is not possible to eliminate 

shirking entirely without imposing on the tournament design 

a severe restriction that may reduce the tournament’s appeal 

to spectators.

Due to the above remark, we consider the final game at the 

end of the preliminary round. It is in exactly this situation 

that shirking is most likely (which includes the England –

Belgium and Indonesia – Thailand games).
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Shirking (2 of 5)

First, we have a negative result.

Theorem: If the subset of players which continues to 

the following round is dependent on the result of the 

final game, then it is not possible to eliminate shirking.

Proof: By example. Suppose that by winning the final 

game, player P eliminates its opponent O but allows 

into the next round another player E which always 

beats every continuing player including P. Then, 

player P must avoid winning the game or lose the 

tournament.
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Shirking (3 of 5)
Suppose the subset of players which continues to the next round is independent of 

the result of the last preliminary round game. This situation still includes the England 

– Belgium and Indonesia – Thailand games.

Individual Strategic Behavior (ISB)

Theorem ISB:

a. If exactly one fixed player will continue to the next round, our tournament design 

eliminates shirking by either player at the last preliminary round game.

b. If both players will continue to the next round, then our tournament design 

eliminates shirking by either player at the last preliminary round game.

Proof: A higher ranking at the next round gives any player who will continue a 

superset of choices against a fixed set of opponents with a fixed ranking - and 

therefore a fixed sequence of opponent choices - relative to a lower ranking.

In both cases, our tournament design eliminates shirking that occurs under a 

conventional bracket design. 
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Shirking (4 of 5)
Group Strategic Behavior (GSB) [Thanks to Chen Chen and Alessandro Agnetis for 

raising this issue.]

Remark: All negative (pro-shirking) ISB results continue under GSB.

Remark: GSB is most likely to occur where a tournament contains multiple teams 

representing the same country, for example in tennis, table tennis, or badminton, at the 

Olympics.

Theorem GSB [applying Theorem ISB to the GSB case]:

(i). [Exactly one player P continues.] The result in part (a) of the proof of Theorem ISB 

partly fails under GSB. It remains true that player P will not shirk, but player O may shirk 

to give player P a higher ranking at the next round.

(ii). [Both players continue.] The result in part (b) of the proof of Theorem ISB partly fails 

under GSB. In a situation where one player’s ranking will not change depending on the 

results of the game, but the other player’s ranking will change, then the former player (but 

not the latter player) may shirk.
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Shirking (5 of 5)

For GSB, we have a further negative result, which applies to games 

where a draw is possible in preliminary round games (for example, 

World Cup soccer). The players are P and O.

Theorem: Consider the last game of the preliminary round in a 

tournament where a draw is possible. Then, there exists no design 

under GSB that prevents shirking by both players P and O. 

Proof: By example. Consider a situation where only a draw between  

players P and O will allow both to continue, which is the only way to 

eliminate a third player E which always beats every continuing player 

including both P and O.
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Summary (1 of 2)

• To resolve several deficiencies of conventional tournament 

design, we propose a new design where players with a high 

ranking can choose their opponents at each round of the single 

elimination stage. 

• This design is implemented for both static and dynamic 

rankings of players.

• We describe a dynamic programming algorithm that computes, 

for each player, the optimal sequence of opponents to choose 

and the resulting tournament win probability.

• This algorithm is computationally tractable up to the round-of-

16.
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Summary (2 of 2)

• Using data from 1,902 men’s professional tennis tournaments, 

we demonstrate the reasonableness of our tournament design.

• Our design allows flexibility for static and dynamic rankings, 

and the number of players who may choose their opponent(s).

• Compared to a conventional bracket design, our tournament 

design eliminates some elements of luck, provides reasonably 

increased probability for the top ranked player to win and also for 

the top two players to meet, and preserves ranking well.

• It also reduces shirking, and enables developing information to 

influence the tournament.

• An additional advantage of our design is increased fan interest 

from the unpredictability of later round matchups.
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Future Research

• Situations where a player knows its own win probabilities, but has 
no information about the win probabilities between any pair of 
other players. Here, a player may use a myopic strategy: choose an 
opponent which it can beat with highest probability. Our design 
using such a strategy still reduces shirking and is easier to analyze.

• We provide a related result.
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Without Any Knowledge of Games 
Between Other Players



Future Research

• Situations where a player knows its own win probabilities, but has 
no information about the win probabilities between any pair of 
other players. Here, a player may use a myopic strategy: choose an 
opponent which it can beat with highest probability. Our design 
using such a strategy still reduces shirking and is easier to analyze.

• Explore the application of our proposed tournament design to 
empirically-based studies of various sports and competitions, for 
example table tennis and chess.

• Study how the results of a particular round could be used to 
modify the win probability matrix, and consequently the choices of 
the players at later rounds. 

• Allow players to have a different objective, for example  
maximizing the probability of reaching a particular round. 

• Allow the ranking of the players to be adjusted dynamically, based 
on detailed performance within the tournament, as measured for 
example by margin of victory. 71
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Are there any questions?


